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Oscar winner, take two. Barry Jenkins' "Moonlight" - not, as it
turned out, "La La Land" - won best picture at the
Academy Awards in a historic Oscar upset and an

unprecedented fiasco that saw one winner swapped for another
while the "La La Land" producers were in mid-speech. Presenters
Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway apparently took the wrong
envelope - the one for best actress winner Emma Stone - onto the
stage for the final prize. When they read "La La Land" as the win-
ner, representatives for ballot tabulators PwC - formerly Price
Waterhouse Coopers - realized the mistake and raced onstage to
try to stop the acceptance speeches. Host Jimmy Kimmel came
forward to inform the cast that "Moonlight" had indeed won,
showing the inside of the envelope as proof. "I knew I would
screw this up," said Kimmel, a first-time host.

Gasps were heard around the auditorium. Presenters, win-
ners and Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences hud-
dled to discuss the debacle. Beatty refused to give up the
envelopes until he could hand them first to Jenkins. "La La
Land" director Damien Chazelle and Jenkins hugged amid the
chaos. "Even in my dreams this cannot be true," said an aston-
ished Jenkins, once he reached the microphone. "To hell with
dreams! I'm done with it because this is true." Backstage, Stone
said she was holding her winning envelope at the time. "I think
everyone's in a state of confusion still," said Stone. Later the
actress, who pledged her deep love of "Moonlight," added, "Is
that the craziest Oscar moment of all time? Cool!"

Critically adored
It was, nevertheless, a shocking upset considering that "La La

Land" came in with 14 nominations, a record that tied it with
"Titanic" and "All About Eve." Jenkins' tender, bathed-in-blue com-
ing-of-age drama, made for just $1.5 million, is an unusually small
Oscar winner. Having made just over $22 million as of Sunday at
the box office, it's one of the lowest grossing best-picture winners
ever but also one of the most critically adored. "Moonlight,"
released by indie distributor A24, also had some major muscle
behind it, including Brad Pitt's Plan B, which also backed the 2015
winner "12 Years a Slave." "It was unfortunate that things hap-
pened as they did but, goddamn, we won best picture," the still
cool and composed Jenkins told reporters.

The "La La Land" team was celebrating onstage when produc-
er Jordan Horowitz took to the microphone to say: "There's been a
mistake. 'Moonlight,' you guys won best picture." He then gra-
ciously passed his statue to the "Moonlight" producers, saying,
"This is not a joke." "I noticed the commotion that was happening
and I thought that something strange had occurred," Jenkins said
backstage. "The last 20 minutes of my life have been insane."
"Moonlight" co-star Mahershala Ali, the supporting actor winner,
said the conclusion "threw me a bit." "I don't want to go up there
and take anything from someone," he said afterward. "It's very
hard to feel joy in a moment like that."

In a statement, PwC apologized to each film, Beatty, Dunaway
and Oscar viewers. "The presenters had mistakenly been given the
wrong category envelope and when discovered, was immediately
corrected," said the accounting firm. PwC, which has long
watched over the Oscar ballots, said it was currently investigating
"how this could have happened." For "La La Land," a musical in
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The cast of ‘Moonlight’ and “’La La Land” appear on stage as presenter Warren Beatty (center), flanked by host Jimmy Kimmel (left) shows the winner’s
envelope for Best Movie “Moonlight” on stage at the 89th Oscars on February 26, 2017 in Hollywood, California. — AP/AFP

Casey Affleck poses in the press room with the Oscar for
Best Actor.

US actress Emma Stone delivers a speech on stage after
she won the Best Actress award in "La La Land".

Best Supporting Actor Mahershala Ali, Best Actress Emma Stone, Best Supporting Actress
Viola Davis and Best Actor Casey Affleck pose in the press room during the 89th Oscars. 

US actress Viola Davis delivers a speech on stage after she
won the award for Best Supporting Actress in ‘Fences’.

Director Damien Chazelle delivers a speech on stage after
he won the Best Director award for ‘La La Land’.

Cast and crew of  ‘Moonlight’ accept the Best Picture award onstage.

Iranian-US engineer Anousheh Ansari (left) delivers a speech on behalf of Iranian director Asghar Farhadi the award for
Best Foreign Language Film for "The Salesman" from South African-US actress Charlize Theron (second right) and US
actress Shirley MacLaine (center).

(From left) Jeremy Kleiner, Adele Romanski and Barry Jenkins pose in the
press room with the Oscar for Best Picture.

Kenneth Lonergan poses in the press room with the
Oscar for Best Original Screenplay.

Sylvain Bellemare poses with the Oscar for Best
Sound Editing for ‘Arrival’.

US Actor Mahershala Ali delivers a speech on stage after
he won the award for Best Supporting Actor in
"Moonlight".

Linus Sandgren poses in the press room with the
Oscar for Best Cinematography for "La La Land".

Christopher Nelson, second from left, Giorgio Giorgio, center, and Alessandro Bertolazzi, second from right, winners of the
award for best makeup and hairstyling for "Suicide Squad" pose in the press room with Kate McKinnon, left, and Jason
Bateman, right.


